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Brick 10001964: 
Dishwashers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic appliance designed to wash dishes.  
 
Includes products such as built–in, built–under and countertop Dishwashers.  
 
Excludes products such as Clothes Washers. 
 

Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) 

COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Size/Width (20002698) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the size of the 
product in terms of width. 
Attribute Values 
45 CM (30009233) 60 CM (30009234) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
PLASTIC (30004152) 
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STAINLESS STEEL (30010365) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001965: 
Kitchen Washing Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Kitchen Washing Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the 
products in existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Kitchen Washing Appliances products. 
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Brick 10001966: 
Kitchen Washing Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Kitchen Washing Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Kitchen Washing Appliances products. 
 

Type of Replacement Part/Accessory (20001523) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
replacement part/accessory. 
Attribute Values 
DISHWASHER TRAY 
(30014410) 
FILTER (30010510) 

NOZZLE (30010512) 
SOAP DISPENSER 
(30010513) 

SPRAY BAR (30010511) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005322: 
Cooker Hoods 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a device that is placed above the cooker for the purpose of reducing cooking odours. These 
products are available in a range of designs with differing functionallity. 
 
Excludes products such as exhaust/window fans as well as all portable air controlling appliances 
 

If with Built-In Light (20002285) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has the additional functionality of a built–in light. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001951: 
Hobs/Cooktops 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a set of gas rings, electric rings or electric plates, on which food is warmed, boiled or fried.  
 
Includes products such as Gas Hobs and Electric Hobs.  
 
Excludes products such as Ovens and Freestanding Hot–Plates. 
 

Cooktop Configuration (20001538) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the configuration 
of a cooktop. 
Attribute Values 
1 ELEMENT (30009250) 
2 ELEMENTS (30009251) 

3 ELEMENTS (30009252) 
4 ELEMENTS (30009253) 

5 ELEMENTS (30009254) 
6 ELEMENTS (30009255) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Cooktop Element Type (20001535) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
cooktop element. 
Attribute Values 
BURNER (30009238) 
COIL (30009239) 

SMOOTHTOP (30009240) 
SOLID (30002265) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
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COAL (30004553) 
DUAL FUEL (30009242) 
ELECTRIC (30008570) 

LPG (30009241) 
NATURAL GAS (30009243) 
OIL (30001717) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WOOD (30004369) 

 
If With Built-in Down Draft Fan (20001539) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has a built–in down draft fan. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 

FREESTANDING (30009198) 
PORTABLE (30007608) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001953: 
Major Cooking Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Cooking Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Cooking Appliance products. 
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Brick 10001954: 
Major Cooking Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Cooking Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Cooking Appliances products. 
 

Type of Replacement Part/Accessory (20001523) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
replacement part/accessory. 
Attribute Values 
BURNER COVER (30013035) 
COIL (30009239) 
CONTROL KNOB (30009262) 
COOKER HOOD DUCTING 
(30014399) 
COOKER HOOD REDUCING 
SOCKET (30014394) 

DRIP BOWL (30009258) 
EXTRACTOR FAN FILTER 
(30009268) 
GAS BURNER BIB 
(30013041) 
GRILL PAN/TRAY (30010515) 
HEAT DIFFUSER (30013046) 

HOB GUARD (30009750) 
KNOB/BUTTON (30009264) 
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE 
PLATTER (30009261) 
MODULE (30009263) 
OVEN ELEMENT (30009259) 
OVEN RACK (30009266) 

RANGE CORD (30009260) 
SPLASH BACK (30009265) 
STOVE KNOB COVER 
(30014403) 
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Brick 10001952: 
Microwave Ovens 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a quick–cooking appliance that uses electromagnetic radiation, which penetrates food, to cause 
internal heat and cook it from the inside out. 
 
Includes products such as counter–top, above–the–counter and in–built Microwaves. 
 
Excludes products such as Non–Microwave Ovens 
 

If With Convection (20002607) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has convection heating functionality. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Grill (20001969) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has a grill function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) COUNTERTOP (30010514) FREESTANDING (30009198) 
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FREESTANDING WITH 
BUILT-IN FRAME (30013259) 
PORTABLE (30007608) 

RANGE-HOOD 
COMBINATIONS (30009257) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNDER CABINET (30009256) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Oven Type (20001536) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) MICROWAVE (30007862) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001950: 
Ovens 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a cooking appliance in which food is placed to be baked or roasted.  
 
Includes products such as Fan Ovens and Electric Ovens. 
 
Excludes products such as Cooktops, Grills and Microwave Ovens. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
COAL (30004553) 
DUAL FUEL (30009242) 
ELECTRIC (30008570) 

LPG (30009241) 
NATURAL GAS (30009243) 
OIL (30001717) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WOOD (30004369) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) 

COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Oven Configuration (20001537) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the configuration 
of an oven. 
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Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (WITH 
MICROWAVE) (30009249) 

DOUBLE (30009248) 
SINGLE (30007926) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Oven Type (20001536) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) 
CONVECTION (30009246) 

FAN ASSISTED (30009247) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003690: 
Range Cookers/Stoves (Oven/Hob/Cook Top Combined) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a complete unit consisting of a cooktop as well as one or more ovens. 
 
Includes products such as dual fuel range cookers and gas range cookers. 
 
Excludes products such as cooktops, ovens sold as separate items. 
 

Cooktop Element Type (20001535) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
cooktop element. 
Attribute Values 
BURNER (30009238) 
COIL (30009239) 

SMOOTHTOP (30009240) 
SOLID (30002265) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
COAL (30004553) 
DUAL FUEL (30009242) 
ELECTRIC (30008570) 

LPG (30009241) 
NATURAL GAS (30009243) 
OIL (30001717) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WOOD (30004369) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
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Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 

FREESTANDING (MOVABLE) 
(30007776) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003691: 
Steam Ovens 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an oven, which uses steam as the sole source of heat to cook food. 
 
Excludes products such as Fan Assisted Ovens. 
 

Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 

FREESTANDING (30009198) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001959: 
Clothes Washers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a machine designed for automatic cleaning of clothes and other fabric. Typically these products 
consist of a revolving drum into which clothes are placed to be soaked in water and spun.  
 
Includes products such as Top–Loading and Front–Loading Clothes Washer. 
 
Excludes products such as Clothes Dryers and Combination Clothes Washer/Dryers. 
 

Drum Revolution (20002608) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify how 
many revolutions the drum makes within a specified time. 
Attribute Values 
<600 (30014481) 
>1600 (30013265) 
1001-1200 (30013262) 

1201-1400 (30013263) 
1401-1600 (30013264) 
601-800 (30013260) 

801-1000 (30013261) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) 

COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Loading Type (20001545) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify in what way the 
load is placed into the appliance. 
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Attribute Values 
FRONT (30009270) TOP (30008175) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Size/Width (20002698) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the size of the 
product in terms of width. 
Attribute Values 
45 CM (30009233) 60 CM (30009234) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Type of Clothes Washer (20001544) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
AUTOMATIC (30006875) SEMI-AUTOMATIC 

(30008945) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001961: 
Combination Clothes Washer/Dryers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a combination appliance consisting of both a washer and a dryer.  
 
Excludes products such as stand–alone Clothes Washers and Clothes Dryers. 
 

Drum Revolution (20002608) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify how 
many revolutions the drum makes within a specified time. 
Attribute Values 
>1600 (30013265) 
1001-1200 (30013262) 

1201-1400 (30013263) 
1401-1600 (30013264) 

601-800 (30013260) 
801-1000 (30013261) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) 

COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Loading Type (20001545) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify in what way the 
load is placed into the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
FRONT (30009270) TOP (30008175) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Type of Combination Clothes Washer/Dryers (20001550) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
ALL IN ONE (30009295) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) UNITISED/STACKED 
(30009296) 
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Brick 10001962: 
Major Laundry Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Laundry Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Laundry Appliance products. 
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Brick 10001963: 
Major Laundry Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Laundry Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Laundry Appliances products 
 

Type of Replacement Part/Accessory (20001523) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
replacement part/accessory. 
Attribute Values 
BEARING (30010516) 
CONVERSION TOP 
(30010522) 
DRAIN HOSE SET 
(30014386) 
DRUM BELT (30010518) 
DRUM SEAL (30010517) 
DRYING RACK (30010520) 

FILTER (30010510) 
HOSE CLIP (30014390) 
HOSE CONNECTOR 
(30014388) 
INLET HOSE (30014387) 
LAUNDRY PEDESTAL 
(30013346) 

LAUNDRY STACKING KIT 
(30014393) 
LINT SCREEN (30010521) 
POWER CORD (30010519) 
TUMBLE DRYER 
CONDENSER (30014396) 
TUMBLE DRYER VENT 
HOSE (30014400) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
VIBRATION BUFFER 
(30014389) 
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Brick 10003692: 
Spin/Tumble Dryers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a machine designed for automatic drying of clothes and other fabric. Typically these products 
consist of a revolving drum into which clothes are placed and spun at speed to reduce their water content after cleaning.  
 
Includes products such as Air Vented and Condensing Spin Dryers. 
 
Excludes products such as Combination Clothes Washer/Dryers and Clothes Washers. 
 

Air Vented/Condensing (20001548) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance is air vented or condensing. 
Attribute Values 
AIR VENTED (30009293) CONDENSING (30009294) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Dryer Settings (20001549) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether a dryer 
is mechanical or electrical. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) MECHANICAL (30007341) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 

FREESTANDING (30009198) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
 
Loading Type (20001545) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify in what way the 
load is placed into the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
FRONT (30009270) TOP (30008175) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003712: 
Water Dispensers – Freestanding 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a freestanding water container that dispenses water upon request. These products are common in 
the home and office environments and can dispense both hot and cold water. 
 
Includes products such as free–standing office water dispensers. 
 
Excludes products such as Water Dispensers – Tabletop. 
 

Water Temperature Served (20001593) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the temperature 
at which the water is served. 
Attribute Values 
BOTH (30006049) 
COLD (30009415) 

HOT (30009414) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003710: 
Beverage Chillers Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a container, which can be set to maintain a temperature cooler than the external temperature and is 
designed to store a particular type of beverage.  
 
Excludes products such as Wine Chillers and Coolers/Heaters. 
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Brick 10001940: 
Coolers/Heaters 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a thermoelectric container, which can be set to maintain a temperature either cooler or warmer than 
the external temperature in order to preserve food or the condition of food.  
 
Excludes products such as Cool–Boxes and Fridges and Wine Chillers. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Function (20001531) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the intended 
usage of the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
COOLER (30009218) COOLER/HEATER 

(30009219) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 

FREESTANDING (30009198) 
PORTABLE (30007608) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003698: 
Freezers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a freezer unit designed for the freezing of food to preserve this past the given shelf–life. 
 
Includes products such as Box and Chest Freezers. 
 
Excludes products such as Refrigerator/Freezers and Ice Makers. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Freezer Type (20001528) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
freezer. 
Attribute Values 
BOX/CHEST FREEZER 
(30009212) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

UPRIGHT (30009213) 

 
If Frost Free System (20001526) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a system to prevent frosting. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

INTEGRATED UNIT 
(30009202) 
PORTABLE (30007608) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001938: 
Ice Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a freezer unit specifically designed for the freezing of water into ice.  
 
Includes products such as portable Ice Makers and under–counter Ice Makers. 
 
Excludes products such as Freezers and Cool Boxes. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) 

COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

PORTABLE (30007608) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
With Removable Basket (20001530) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a basket which may be removed. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001941: 
Refrigerating/Freezing Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Refrigerating/Freezing Appliance product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the 
products in existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Refrigerating/Freezing Appliance products. 
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Brick 10001942: 
Refrigerating/Freezing Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Cooling Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Cooling Appliances products. 
 

Type of Replacement Part/Accessory (20001523) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
replacement part/accessory. 
Attribute Values 
DRAWER (30010527) 
HINGE PARTS (30009226) 
ICE CUBE TRAY (30010525) 
ICE MAKER KIT (30010524) 

REFRIGERATOR 
DEODORANT FILTER 
(30014398) 

REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER 
DIGITAL THERMOMETER 
(30014397) 
REPLACEMENT DOOR 
(30010526) 

SHELF (30010523) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WATER LINE KIT (30010528) 
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Brick 10003695: 
Refrigerator/Freezers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to both refrigerate and freeze food items in the different 
compartments available. 
 
Excludes products such as Fridges and Freezers sold separately. 
 

Fridge Freezer Configuration (20001525) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the configuration 
of a fridge freezer appliance. 
Attribute Values 
BOTTOM FREEZER 
(30009208) 

LEFT FREEZER (30009209) 
RIGHT FREEZER (30009210) 

TOP FREEZER (30009207) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
If Frost Free System (20001526) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a system to prevent frosting. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Includes Built-in Ice Maker (20001527) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a built in ice–maker. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) 
FREESTANDING (30009198) 

INTEGRATED UNIT 
(30009202) 
PORTABLE (30007608) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10003694: 
Refrigerators 
 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to store and cool food/beverage items to extend their consumable 
lifetime. 
 
Excludes products such as Wine Chillers and Refrigerator/Freezer Combination Appliances 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Includes Built-in Ice Maker (20001527) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a built in ice–maker. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) COUNTERTOP (30010514) FREESTANDING (30009198) 
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INTEGRATED UNIT 
(30009202) 

PORTABLE (30007608) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001939: 
Wine Chillers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to store and chill wine. 
 
Excludes products such as non–electrical Wine Coolers, non wine–specific Coolers and Fridges. 
 

Capacity of Wine Chiller (20001955) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the 
capacity of a wine chiller with regards to the maximum number of 0.75 litre bottles that can be accommodated within the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
>170 (CAPACITY) (30010416) 
1 (SINGLE CAPACITY) 
(30010411) 

120-169 (CAPACITY) 
(30010415) 

20-69 (CAPACITY) 
(30010413) 
2-19 (CAPACITY) (30010412) 

70-119 (CAPACITY) 
(30010414) 

 
Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
ELECTRIC (30008570) GAS (30008571) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Function (20001531) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the intended 
usage of the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
CHILLER (30009215) CHILLER/HEATER 

(30009217) 
CHILLER/HUMIDIFIER 
(30009216) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-UNDER (30009214) FREESTANDING (30009198) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001956: 
Hostess Trolleys (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered, mobile structure for transporting, holding and warming food products. 
 
Excludes products such as Warming Drawers. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
DUAL FUEL (30009242) 
ELECTRIC (30008570) 

LPG (30009241) 
NATURAL GAS (30009243) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
If Contains Removable Dish Covers (20001542) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has removable dish covers. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
ALUMINIUM (30007857) 
BRASS (30010363) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

WOOD (30004369) 
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Brick 10001957: 
Warming Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Warming Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Warming Appliance products. 
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Brick 10001958: 
Warming Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Warming Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Warming Appliances products. 
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Brick 10001955: 
Warming Drawers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a pullout compartment, typically built into the kitchen fitments, which can be electrically heated to 
keep food at, or bring it to, the desired temperature. 
 
Excludes products such as Ovens, Grills and Microwaves. 
 

Energy Type (20001529) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what form of 
energy the appliance uses to fuel its operation. 
Attribute Values 
DUAL FUEL (30009242) 
ELECTRIC (30008570) 

LPG (30009241) 
NATURAL GAS (30009243) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
If With Humidity Control (20001541) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance has a humidity control. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001929: 
Food Waste Disposers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a kitchen device typically affixed to the sink, and designed to break up food waste that might 
otherwise obstruct drains. 
 
Excludes products such as Trash Compactors. 
 

Free Standing/Built-in (20001520) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance is built into the fittings of the room, or stands independently from them. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) FREESTANDING (30009198) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001928: 
Trash Compactors 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to reduce the volume of household waste for more efficient disposal. 
 
Excludes products such as Food Waste Disposers. 
 

Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) FREESTANDING (MOVABLE) 

(30007776) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001930: 
Waste Disposing/Compacting Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Waste Disposing/Compacting Appliance product, where the user of the schema is not able to 
classify the products in existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Waste Disposing/Compacting Appliance products. 
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Brick 10001931: 
Waste Disposing/Compacting Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Compacting Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Compacting Appliances products. 
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Brick 10002032: 
Cleaning Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as Cleaning Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Cleaning Appliances products. 
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Brick 10002033: 
Cleaning Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts or accessories for Cleaning Appliances. 
 
Includes products such as Vacuum Cleaner Hoses and Floor Polisher Brushes. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Cleaning Products. 
 

Type of Cleaning Appliances Replacement Part/Accessory (20002245) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of cleaning appliance replacement part or accessory. 
Attribute Values 
FLOOR POLISHER BRUSH 
(30013335) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

VACUUM CLEANER CLIP 
(30004960) 
VACUUM CLEANER 
CREVICE TOOL (30013336) 

VACUUM CLEANER FILTER 
(30006125) 
VACUUM CLEANER HOSE 
(30013334) 
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Brick 10006220: 
Disinfecting Cabinet 

Definition 
 

Includes any products that may be described/observed as a device used to disinfect eating or cooking utensils including dishes, silverware, chop sticks, etc. 
using methods such as ultraviolet radiation, high–low temperature sterilization, and ozone sterilization.  

Excludes products such as dishwashers, and steam cleaners or disinfecting cabinets used in medical settings. 
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Brick 10002030: 
Floor Polishers/Shampoo Cleaner 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a household appliance designed to polish floor surfaces and/or to clean carpets through a 
combination of high pressure sprays, cleaning fluid and heat. These products can either be hand–held or upright. 
 
Includes products such Corded and Cordless Polishers as well as Upright Carpet Shampoo Cleaners and Hand–held Deep Cleaners. 
 
Excludes products such as Vacuum Cleaners, Powered Sweepers and Steam Cleaners as well as any Industrial/Commercial Carpet Cleaners or Polishers. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If Contains Polish Dispenser (20001958) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product contains a polish dispenser. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Number of Polishers/Buffers (20001957) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the 
number of polishers/buffers the product contains. 
Attribute Values 
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1 POLISHER/BUFFER 
(30010403) 
2 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010408) 

3 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010405) 
4 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010406) 

5 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010407) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Floor Polisher/Shampoo Cleaner (20002591) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of floor Polisher/Shampoo Clenear. 
Attribute Values 
HANDHELD (30006126) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) UPRIGHT (30009213) 
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Brick 10003711: 
Shoe Cleaners/Polishers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a household appliance specifically designed to clean and polish shoes. 
 
Includes products such as Hand–Held Shoe Polishers and Corded Shoe Polishers. 
 
Excludes products such as Carpet Shampoo Cleaners as well as non–powered Polish, Gloss and Proofer. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If Contains Polish Dispenser (20001958) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product contains a polish dispenser. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
FREESTANDING (30009198) HANDHELD (30006126) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Number of Polishers/Buffers (20001957) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the 
number of polishers/buffers the product contains. 
Attribute Values 
1 POLISHER/BUFFER 
(30010403) 
2 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010408) 

3 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010405) 
4 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010406) 

5 POLISHERS/BUFFERS 
(30010407) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Wet/Dry (20001956) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has a wet or dry cleaning function, or a combination of these. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) 
DRY (30000906) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

WET (30005448) 
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Brick 10002031: 
Steam Cleaners 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to clean floors and fabrics through the use of steam. Typically also 
uses brush heads and cleaning solution to achieve this. 
 
Includes products such as handheld and cylinder Cleaners. 
 
Excludes products such as Floor Polishers. 
 

Type of Steam Cleaners (20001605) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
CYLINDER (30004635) HANDHELD (30006126) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005811: 
Sweepers (Non Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a non–powered electrical appliance designed to clean floors or carpets by the application of 
revolving or moving brushes. 
 
Excludes products such as powered carpet sweepers and vacuum cleaners. 
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Brick 10002029: 
Sweepers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to clean floors or carpets by the application of revolving or moving 
brushes. 
 
Excludes products such as non–powered carpet sweepers and vacuum cleaners. 
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Brick 10005762: 
Vacuum Cleaner Bags 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a cloth or paper bag that is specifically designed to be attached to a vacuum cleaner hose and is 
placed within the cleaner to collect all the dust and debris that is sucked up by the vacuum cleaner. 
 
Includes brand specific vacuum bags and universal vacuum bags. 
 
Excludes products such as other classified vacuum cleaner accessories and replacement parts. 
 

Brand Specific/Universal (20002668) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is designed for a specific brand or can be used universally across all products. 
Attribute Values 
BRAND SPECIFIC (30007783) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) UNIVERSAL (30007784) 
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Brick 10002028: 
Vacuum Cleaners 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to suck up dust, dirt and a limited amount of liquid from floors, 
carpets and upholstery. 
 
Includes products such as two–piece, upright, hand–held and bagless vacuum cleaners, as well as semi permanent installations attached to ducting. 
 
Excludes products such as Carpet Sweepers and Sweepers – Powered. 
 

Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Dust Collection (20001602) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the method by 
which the product collects dust. 
Attribute Values 
BAG (30009435) 
BAGLESS (30009436) 

COMBINATION (30000720) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WATERFILLED (30009437) 

 
Type of Vacuum Cleaner (20001600) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
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BARREL (30009434) 
BUILT-IN (30007788) 

HANDSTICK (30009432) 
ROBOT (30009431) 

SLEDGE (30009433) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
UPRIGHT (30009213) 

 
Wet/Dry (20001956) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has a wet or dry cleaning function, or a combination of these. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) 
DRY (30000906) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

WET (30005448) 
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Brick 10002015: 
Butter Makers (Powered) 
 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to churn milk into butter. 
 
Excludes products such as Yogurt Makers and Ice–Cream Makers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002000: 
Can Openers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance wherein electronically powered blades cut along the rim of a can to remove 
its top.  
 
Includes products such as hands–free and surface–mounted Electric Can Openers.  
 
Excludes products such as Manual Can Openers. 
 

If With Knife Sharpener (20001579) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product comes with the means to sharpen a knife. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002019: 
Candyfloss Machines 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic appliance designed to create candyfloss from granulated sugar and food colouring by 
placing the ingredients in a heated, spinning bowl and running a stick around the edge to which the sugar then adheres. 
 
Excludes products such as Industrial Candyfloss Makers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002016: 
Carbonated Drinks Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to pass carbon dioxide through a liquid in order to create bubbles within it 
and produce a "sparkling" effect. 
 
Includes products such as Soda–Streams. 
 
Excludes products such as non–carbonated Drinks Makers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005690: 
Chocolate Fountains (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a device for serving chocolate. Chocolate Fountains comprise mutliple tiers over a containerised 
base. Chocolate is melted by heat from below, then vertically transported to the top of the fountain by a corkscrew auger. Once at the top the chocolate flows 
down the sides of the structure allowing the user to dip foodstuff into it and this pattern is repeated.  
 
Includes products such as Plastic Chocolate Fountains as well as Metal Chocolate Fountains.  
 
Excludes products such as Fondues, Tajines and Warming Trays. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
STONE (30004268) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002006: 
Coffee Grinders (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a device designed to reduce coffee beans into grounds in order to make a beverage. This is 
achieved either by a mill mechanism or rotating blades. These products can be manual or automatic.  
 
Excludes products such as Meat Grinders. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005358: 
Cookie Guns (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic appliance designed to press out dough into cookie shapes that can be cooked in an 
oven. These appliances are designed to reduce the effort of the user allowing for cookies of varying shapes and sizes. Includes products such as battery 
powered cookie guns. Excludes products such as manual cookie guns and heat guns used in DIY. 
 

Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002018: 
Dehydrators (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to dry and preserve food by dehydrating it. Typically, food is placed in a 
pressurised chamber and hot air is forced across it. 
 
Excludes products such as Heaters and Ovens. 
 

Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
COUNTERTOP (30010514) FREESTANDING (MOVABLE) 

(30007776) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002022: 
Food/Beverage Appliances Variety Packs 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as two or more distinct Food/Beverage Preparation Appliances products sold together, which exist 
within the schema belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross bricks within 
the Food/Beverage Preparation Appliances class. 
 
Includes products such as Ice Cream Makers sold with Yogurt Makers. 
 
Items received free with purchase should be removed from the classification decision–making process. 
 
Excludes products such as Kettles sold with Toasters. 
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Brick 10002020: 
Food/Beverage Preparation Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Food Preparation Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the 
products in existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Food Preparation Appliances products. 
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Brick 10002021: 
Food/Beverage Preparation Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Food Preparation Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Food Preparation Appliances products. 
 

Type of Food/Beverage Preparation Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories (20002707) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of food/beverage preparation appliances replacement parts/accessories. 
Attribute Values 
BEVERAGE FLAVOURING 
(30014499) 

BOTTLE (30010856) 
CARBONATOR (30014498) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005689: 
Frozen Drinks Makers/Ice Shavers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic appliance designed to either prepare an ice based bevarage, produce ice flakes or 
provide a combination of these functions. These products are powered by electricity and are available in a variety of designs. 
 
Includes products such as Snow Cone Makers as well as Ice Shavers. 
 
Excludes products such as Ice Crushers and Ice Cube Makers, Water Dispensers as well as Non–Powered Ice Shavers and Non–Powered Snow Cone 
Makers. 
 

Type of Frozen Drinks Maker/Ice Shaver (20002584) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is a Frozen Drinks Maker, Ice Shaver or a combination of these functions. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) FROZEN DRINKS MAKER 

(30013037) 
ICE SHAVER (30013036) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002005: 
Graters (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic device, typically consisting of a handset containing a cavity for cheese or other 
foodstuffs and a revolving stainless steel drum against which it can be grated. 
 
Excludes products such as Manual Graters, Electric Mincers and Processors. 
 

Type of Electric Graters (20001582) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
HANDHELD (30006126) STAND (30009376) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002011: 
Hot Beverage Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a machine designed to produce a hot drink either through the use of a high pressure system as 
seen in an espreso machine or a pump system as used in filter coffee. These machines can be made from different materials and typically serve more than 
one hot beverage.  
 
Includes products such as Filter Coffee Makers, Espresso Makers, Tea Makers and Instant Coffee Makers as well as Percolators and Mochas.  
 
Specifically Excludes Kettles.  
 
Excludes products such as Juicers and Carbonated Drinks Makers. 
 

If Portioned Closed/Portioned Open (20002485) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the set–
up of the hot beverage maker. 
Attribute Values 
PORTIONED CLOSED 
(30013267) 

PORTIONED OPEN 
(30013268) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Installation Type (20001353) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify 
how/where the product is installed. 
Attribute Values 
BUILT-IN (30007757) FREESTANDING (30009198) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Steam Pressure/Pump (20001588) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance is driven by steam pressure or a pump. 
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Attribute Values 
PUMP (30004166) STEAM PRESSURE 

(30009387) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Hot Beverage Maker (20002486) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the 
functionality of the hot beverage making appliance. 
Attribute Values 
CAPSULE SYSTEM COFFEE 
MAKER (30014487) 
COMBINATION MACHINES 
(30012525) 
FILTER COFFEE MAKER 
(30012521) 

FULL AUTOMATIC 
ESPRESSO MAKER 
(30012520) 
HALF AUTOMATIC 
ESPRESSO MAKER 
(30013269) 

INSTANT COFFEE MAKER 
(30012523) 
MOCHA MAKER (30012522) 
PERCOLATOR (30009385) 
POD SYSTEM COFFEE 
MAKER (30014486) 

PORTAFILTER SYSTEM 
COFFEE MAKER (30014488) 
TEA MAKER (30012524) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002013: 
Ice Cream Makers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to mix ingredients into ice cream, by blending them with a paddle in a 
frozen, insulated bowl.  
 
Includes products such as manual Ice–Cream Makers, automatic Ice–Cream Makers and dual Ice–Cream/Frozen Yogurt Makers. 
 
Excludes products such as Frozen Yogurt Makers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005357: 
Ice Crushers/Ice Cube Makers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electronic appliance designed to create ice cubes or crush ice in preparation to be added to a 
drink or recipe. These products are available in varying sizes dependent on the consumer requirements. 
 
Includes products such as stainless steel ice cube makers.  
 
Excludes products such as manual ice cube makers and ice crushers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002007: 
Juicers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to extract the juice from citrus fruit or similar by crushing it. The 
juice is collected in the body of the appliance and dispensed from a tap or spout.  
 
Includes products such as manual and automatic Juicers. 
 
Excludes products such as Blenders and Liquidisers. 
 

If With Bowl (20001584) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has a bowl. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Type of Juicers/Citrus Press (20001583) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
CITRUS PRESS (30009378) JUICE EXTRACTOR 

(30009377) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002012: 
Kettles (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a lidded metal pot for boiling water over heat, or an electric jug for boiling water by use of an 
internal heated element. 
 
Includes products such as Jug–Kettles, and traditional "whistling" Kettles. 
 
Excludes products such as Urns. 
 

Concealed Heating Element (20001591) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has a concealed heating element. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If Travel (20001596) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product is specifically designed to be suitable for travelling. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Type of Kettle (20001590) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
JUG (30009394) 
MILK HEATER (30009396) 

TRADITIONAL KETTLE 
(30009395) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10006739: 
Kitchen Blending Appliances 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered food blending machine with varying attachments which can be used for blending 
ingredients prior to cooking. These products can only be used for blending.  
 
Excludes multi-function for slicing, chopping, and mixing of food products. Excludes single function products such as Standing Mixers, Food Choppers, Food 
Slicers, Powered Knives, Powered Grinders and Mincers as well as any Non–Powered Mixers and Blenders. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Handheld/Stand Alone (20002482) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is held in the hand while in operation or a stand alone machine. 
Attribute Values 
HANDHELD (30006126) STAND-ALONE (30012512) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If With Rotating Blade (20001580) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
blade of an appliance rotates. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10006737: 
Kitchen Chopping Appliances 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered food chopping machine with varying attachments which can be used for chopping 
ingredients prior to cooking. These products can only be used for chopping. Excludes multi-function for slicing, whisking and blending of food products.  
 
Excludes single function products such as Standing Blenders, Hand Mixers, Food Slicers, Powered Knives, Powered Grinders and Mincers as well as any 
Non–Powered Mixers and Blenders. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Handheld/Stand Alone (20002482) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is held in the hand while in operation or a stand alone machine. 
Attribute Values 
HANDHELD (30006126) STAND-ALONE (30012512) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) 
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MAINS ELECTRICITY (30009416) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10006735: 
Kitchen Combination Mixing/Blending/Chopping Appliances 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered food preparation machine with varying attachments which can be used for any 
commination of blending, chopping, slicing, or mixing of ingredients prior to cooking. These products can carry out many different functions from chopping, 
slicing, whisking and blending. Products include those multi–functional appliances.  
 
Excludes single function products such as Standing Blenders, Hand Mixers, Kitchen Slicers, Food Choppers, Powered Knives, Powered Grinders and Mincers 
as well as any Non–Powered Mixers and Blenders. 
 

Attachments (20001576) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what items can 
be attached to a product. 
Attribute Values 
BALLOON  WHISK 
(30009375) 
CHOPPER (30009374) 

CITRUS PRESS (30009378) 
COMBINATION (30000720) 
MIXER (30010529) 

NONE (30001694) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Handheld/Stand Alone (20002482) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is held in the hand while in operation or a stand alone machine. 
Attribute Values 
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HANDHELD (30006126) STAND-ALONE (30012512) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If With Rotating Blade (20001580) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
blade of an appliance rotates. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10006738: 
Kitchen Mixing Appliances 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered food mixing machine with varying attachments which can be used for mixing ingredients 
prior to cooking. These products can only be used for mixing.  
 
Excludes multi-function for slicing, chopping, and blending of food products. Excludes single function products such as Standing Blenders, Food Choppers, 
Food Slicers, Powered Knives, Powered Grinders and Mincers as well as any Non–Powered Mixers and Blenders. 
 

Attachments (20001576) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify what items can 
be attached to a product. 
Attribute Values 
BEATERS (30016290) 
BREAD HOOKS (30016289) 
COMBINATION (30000720) 

LIQUID BEATER ROD 
(30016291) 
NONE (30001694) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
WHISK (30016288) 

 
Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Handheld/Stand Alone (20002482) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is held in the hand while in operation or a stand alone machine. 
Attribute Values 
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HANDHELD (30006126) STAND-ALONE (30012512) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005695: 
Kitchen Scales (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a powered instrument or machine for weighing food. 
 
Specifically excludes non– powered kitchen scales. 
 
Excludes products such as scales not specifically designed for weighing food. 
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Brick 10006736: 
Kitchen Slicing Appliances 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered food slicing machine with varying attachments which can be used for slicing ingredients 
prior to cooking. These products can only be used for slicing. Excludes multi-function for chopping, whisking and blending of food products.  
 
Excludes single function products such as Standing Blenders, Hand Mixers, Food Choppers, Powered Knives, Powered Grinders and Mincers as well as any 
Non–Powered Mixers and Blenders. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Handheld/Stand Alone (20002482) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is held in the hand while in operation or a stand alone machine. 
Attribute Values 
HANDHELD (30006126) STAND-ALONE (30012512) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002002: 
Knife Sharpeners (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric device consisting of slots through which a knife blade can be passed to be sharpened 
against an internal disk or surface, which removes the old edge to hone a new one. 
 
Includes products such as 3–stage Sharpeners and Diamond Hone Sharpeners. 
 
Excludes products such as manual Knife–Sharpeners and Electric Knives. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001998: 
Knives (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical device consisting of a handle and a moving blade powered by a motor intended for 
cutting meat or other foodstuffs.  
 
Excludes products such as non–electric Knives, Electric Choppers and Electric Slicers. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Detachable Blades (20001578) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
blades of an appliance may be detached or not. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
Number of Blades (20001577) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the number of 
blades a product has. 
Attribute Values 
1 (30009203) 2 (30009204) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002004: 
Meat Grinders/Mincers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance typically consisting of a feeder tray, food chute and grinder mechanism. These 
products are intended to grind meat into small pieces, though some can also be used to grind other foods such as vegetables or cheese. 
 
Excludes products such as electric graters, electric choppers. 
 

Detachable Blades (20001578) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
blades of an appliance may be detached or not. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005868: 
Party Drink Fountains (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a decorative punch bowl cum party fountain, which holds a party beverage that is pumped from the 
bottom bowl to the top where it cascades downward in a waterfall effect from one tier to the next. The bottom bowl may have beverage cups attached and will 
most probably be illuminated to enhance the fountain effect. 
 
Excludes choolate fountains. 
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Brick 10006218: 
Soy/Rice Milk Maker 

Definition 
 

Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to make fresh nut, bean, seed and rice milks.  

Excludes products such as Yogurt Makers and Ice–Cream Makers. 
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Brick 10002003: 
Vacuum Sealers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a powered appliance, which dispenses, cuts and vacuum seals plastic bags for the purpose of 
preserving food. These products may operate automatically or be controlled with a manual override. 
 
Includes products such as freestanding and under–counter Vacuum Sealers. 
 
Excludes products such as non–powered vacuum sealers and vacuum–seal bags. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005691: 
Wine/Bottle Openers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a hand–held device for the esay opening of wine and similar bottles. These products can be either 
corded or cordless and are available in a variety of designs.  
 
Includes products such as Stainless Steel Ergonomically Desgined Powered Wine Bottle Openers.  
 
Excludes products such as Can Openers, Manual Wine Bottle Openers and Cookie Guns. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002014: 
Yogurt Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to heat a mixture of milk and bacteria and hold it at temperature for a period 
of time, until it has transformed into yogurt. 
 
Excludes products such as dual function Frozen Yogurt and Ice–Cream Makers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002023: 
Clothes Irons (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a hand–held electric appliance designed to be run over clean laundry to remove creases by the use 
of heat and weight and/or steam. 
 
Includes products such as cordless Irons and steam Irons. 
 
Excludes products such as Clothes Presses. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
If Travel (20001596) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product is specifically designed to be suitable for travelling. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Anti-scale (20001597) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify if the product 
has been treated or equipped to resist the deposit of scale. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Type of Electrical Clothes Iron (20001594) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
IRON SYSTEMS (30009419) 
SHIRT STEAMER (30010530) 

TRADITIONAL DRY IRON 
(30009418) 

TRADITIONAL STEAM IRON 
(30009417) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
ALUMINIUM (30007857) 
CERAMIC (30003719) 

CHROME (30009421) STAINLESS STEEL 
(30010365) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002025: 
Clothes Presses 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a device consisting of two flat surfaces hinged together, between which clothes can be placed for 
the purpose of pressing out creases. Electric models offer varying temperatures and levels of downward pressure, and/or the application of steam. 
 
Includes products such as Table–Top Presses and Wall–Mounted Presses. 
 
Excludes products such as Ironing Boards. 
 

Type of Clothes Press (20001599) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
DRY (30000906) STEAM (30008707) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
ALUMINIUM (30007857) 
CERAMIC (30003719) 

CHROME (30009421) STAINLESS STEEL 
(30010365) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002024: 
Ironing Boards (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a narrow board, often on collapsible supports, intended for ironing clothes. These products are 
electrically powered to provide extra functions, such as warming. 
 
Excludes products such as non–electric Ironing Boards and Clothes Presses. 
 

Fan Assisted/Non Fan Assisted (20001598) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product is fan assisted or not. 
Attribute Values 
FAN ASSISTED (30009247) NON FAN ASSISTED 

(30009422) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005830: 
Ironing Steam Station 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that can be descibed/observed as an electrically powered steam generator that feeds into an electrical iron, maintaining ultimate steam 
output to enable professionally executed ironing. 
 
Excludes electric irons that are not connected to a steam station. 
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Brick 10002026: 
Laundry Care Appliances Other 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a Laundry Appliances product, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Laundry Appliances products. 
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Brick 10002027: 
Laundry Care Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts/accessories for laundry care appliances. 
 
Excludes all complete Laundry products ready for use. 
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Brick 10005317: 
Air Conditioners – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device for controlling, especially lowering, the temperature and humidity of an enclosed 
space.  
 
Excludes stationary air conditioners. 
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
 
If with Movement Sensor (20002282) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the item is equipped with movement sensors, which reduce power and energy usage when the room is unoccupied. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005335: 
Air Controlling Appliances – Multifunction – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable unit that combines the work of several appliances such as, air conditioner, dehumidifier 
and fan.  
 
Excludes stationary multifunction air controlling appliances.  
 

Function (20001531) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the intended 
usage of the appliance. 
Attribute Values 
CHILLER/DEHUMIDIFIER 
(30011944) 
CHILLER/HEATER 
(30009217) 
CHILLER/HEATER/HUMIDIFI
ER/DEHUMIDIFIER 
(30011951) 
CHILLER/HEATER/HUMIDIFI
ER/DEHUMIDIFIER/PURIFIE
R (30011953) 

CHILLER/HEATER/PURIFIER 
(30011952) 
CHILLER/HUMIDIFIER 
(30009216) 
CHILLER/HUMIDIFIER/DEHU
MIDIFIER (30011949) 
CHILLER/HUMIDIFIER/DEHU
MIDIFIER/PURIFIER 
(30011950) 

CHILLER/PURIFIER 
(30011945) 
HUMIDIFIER/DEHUMIDIFIER 
(30011948) 
PURIFIER/DEHUMIDIFIER 
(30011946) 
PURIFIER/HUMIDIFIER 
(30011954) 

PURIFIER/HUMIDIFIER/DEH
UMIDIFIER (30011947) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
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Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005334: 
Air Coolers – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device that cools the air or keeps the air cool.  
 
Excludes stationary air coolers as well as portable air conditioning units. 
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005332: 
Air Dehumidifiers – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device for decreasing the humidity in a room.  
 
Excludes stationary air dehumidifiers.  
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10003992: 
Air Heaters – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device for supplying warmth to a small area. These products work through an electrical 
supply and are used in the absense of a larger "built–in" heating system.  
 
Includes products such as space heaters.  
 
Excludes immersion heaters, tent heaters, fires and radiators as well as other "connected" heaters. 
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005331: 
Air Humidifiers – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device for increasing the humidity in a room.  
 
Excludes stationary air humidifiers.  
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005333: 
Air Ionisers – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device that circulates air–cleaning negative ions into the air, while trapping particles on 
the electrostatically–charged metal dust–collection plate.  
 
Excludes stationary air ionisers. 
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005336: 
Air Purifiers – Portable 
 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device for removing air impurities.  
 
Excludes stationary air conditioners. 
 

If With Integral Timer (20001638) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify if the 
product has an integral timer. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005337: 
Fans – Portable 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a portable device using an electric motor to rotate thin, rigid vanes in order to move air, as for 
cooling.  
 
Excludes extractor fans, window fans and all other stationary and built–in fans. 
 

If With Remote Control (20000651) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
or not the product comes with a remote control device. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005697: 
Portable Air Control Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts or accessories for Portable Air Control Appliances.  
 
Includes products such as air filters. 
 
 
 
Excludes products such as complete Cleaning Products. 
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Brick 10001983: 
Breadmakers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a freestanding appliance specifically designed for baking bread dough. Some breadmakers will also 
mix and knead the dough before baking.  
 
These products may have secondary functions such as the preparation of jams and conserves. 
 
Includes products such as Compact Models and dual Bread/Dessert Makers. 
 
Excludes products such as Ovens and Toasters. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10006740: 
Cake / Pie Maker 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance designed to cook pies, cakes, etc. or any combination of the above. Includes 
products such as Cake-Makers, Pie-Makers and Combinations.  
 
Excludes products such as pie or cake bake ware and Sandwich/Waffle Makers. 
 

If Non-Stick Coating (20002215) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a non–stick coating. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001991: 
Cooking Appliances Variety Packs 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as two or more distinct Cooking Appliances products sold together, which exist within the schema 
belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross bricks within the Cooking 
Appliances class. 
 
Includes products such as Toasters sold with Toasted Sandwich Makers. 
 
Items received free with purchase should be removed from the classification decision–making process. 
 
Excludes products such as Kettles sold with Toasters. 
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Brick 10005365: 
Cooking Timers (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a timing device used to warn the user, through an integrated alarm, when a recipe has been cooked 
for the required period of time. These products are available with additional functionalities such as thermometer. Excludes products such as electrical timers 
associated with lighting and heating products. 
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Brick 10001981: 
Deep Fryers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance designed to heat fat to a high temperature, into which food is lowered to be cooked. 
 
Excludes products such as Frying Pans and Cookers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001980: 
Egg Cookers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical device specifically designed to cook eggs in a tray over hot water. Typically contains 
equipment for hard/soft–boiling eggs, and/or poaching, and/or omelette–making. 
 
Includes products such as 4–Egg Cookers, 6–Egg Cookers, 7–Egg Cookers and Novelty Egg Cookers. 
 
Excludes products such as Poaching Pans and Cookers. 
 

Corded/Cordless (20001116) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product is connected to a base unit or power supply by a cord. 
Attribute Values 
CORDED (30007714) CORDLESS (30007715) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001986: 
Fondues (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a pot which sits on, or has inbuilt, an electrical element designed for interactive cooking, specifically 
the melting of chocolate, cheese or other foodstuffs, heating soups, or similar processes. 
 
Excludes products such as non–electric Fondue Sets. 
 

If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001969: 
Grills (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a freestanding electric appliance consisting of electric coils under which food is cooked, usually on 
a grid or tray. 
 
Excludes products such as oven grills and toasters as well as outdoor barbecue grills. 
 

Grill/Electric Type (20001557) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
DOUBLE SIDED GRILL 
(30009317) 

GRILL (30009316) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
If With Feet (20001558) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
appliance sits on small, slightly raised supports. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10005704: 
Hot Dog Rollers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a small counter–top cooking appliance used to grill/sear sausages by placing them on heated 
rollers which turn the sausages until adequately browned. 
 
Excludes products such as rotisseries within ovens and electric grills. 
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Brick 10001990: 
Hot Stones (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical stone platform on which food can be grilled. 
 
Excludes products such as Cookers. 
 

If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001988: 
Mexican Diners (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical cooking appliance containing different compartments used specifically for cooking 
Mexican food. 
 
Excludes products such as Cookers and Hot Stones – Powered. 
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Brick 10001978: 
Multi-cookers 
 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a set of saucepans, which stack on top of each other, enabling multiple dishes to be cooked over 
the same heat. Typically these products consist of three levels, the central level will have a perforated base enabling steam to rise through from level one to 
steam ingredients in level two and heat those in level three. Can also be a term referring to a freestanding cooking unit, which performs a multitude of 
functions.  
 
Excludes products such as Saucepans and Colanders. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001989: 
Paella Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a paella pan with an electrical heating stand. 
 
Excludes products such as Woks. 
 

If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001971: 
Pancake/Doughnut Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance designed to cook pancakes, doughnuts or any combination of the above. 
 
Includes products such as Pancake–Makers, Doughnut–Makers and Combinations. 
 
Excludes products such as Toasters and Hotplates. 
 

Number of Plates (20001562) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the number of 
plates in an appliance. 
Attribute Values 
1 (30009203) 
2 (30009204) 

3 (30009205) 
4 (30009206) 

5 (30007911) 
6 (30009321) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Pancake/Doughnut Maker (20001561) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) DOUGHNUT ONLY 

(30009323) 
PANCAKE ONLY (30009322) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001979: 
Pasta Cookers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a cooking unit specifically designed for cooking pasta. These products typically consist of a 
saucepan in which water is boiled and a deep pasta colander in which the pasta is placed, and lowered into the water.  
 
These products are primarily intended for pasta but may be used, or may come with accessories that can be used, to cook vegetables or other foodstuffs. 
 
Excludes products such as Steamer Saucepans and Rice Cookers. 
 

If With Additional Functions (20001564) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001985: 
Pizza Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance specifically designed to cook pizzas. Typically the product consists of a 
heated base tray on which the pizza is passed or supported under a heating element. 
 
Includes products such as fully hinged Pizza Makers with closing lids and Pizza Makers with partial overhanging heating elements. 
 
Excludes products such as Breadmakers and Ovens. 
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Brick 10001984: 
Popcorn Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to heat unpopped maize kernels until they burst and puff out. 
These products may use hot air or hot fat to cook the popcorn. 
 
Includes products such as Novelty/Cinema–Style Popcorn Makers. 
 
Excludes products such as Cookers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001976: 
Pressure Cookers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance designed to cook food by heating water and forcing the steam through the 
food.  
 
Includes products such as pan–shaped and casserole–shaped Cookers.  
 
Excludes products such as Slow Cookers, Ovens and Steamers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001972: 
Raclettes (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical appliance designed to melt cheese. Typically this product consists of a base to hold the 
cheese and a heating source under which the cheese is melted. 
 
Excludes products such as Fondue Sets. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001977: 
Rice Cookers/Steamers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a cooking unit specifically designed to cook rice through the application of steam, although these 
products may also be suitable for the cooking of other foodstuffs such as vegetables. 
 
Includes products such as Microwave Rice Cooker/Steamers and Electric Rice Cooker/Steamers. 
 
Excludes products such as Steamer Saucepans, Slow Cookers and Pressure Cookers. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001974: 
Rotisseries/Roasters (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a small gas/electric oven in which meat, usually poultry, is placed on a tray or revolving spit and 
roasted. 
 
Includes products such as Rotisseries and Roaster Ovens. 
 
Excludes products such as Gas Rotisseries, Ovens, Microwaves and Electric Grills. 
 

Type of Rotisserie/Roaster (20001563) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
REVOLVING SPIT 
ROTISSERIE (30009324) 

STATIC ROASTING TRAY 
(30009325) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001970: 
Sandwich/Waffle Makers 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance designed to cook waffles, toasted sandwiches, or any combination of the 
above. 
 
Includes products such as Waffle–Makers, Sandwich–Makers and Combination Makers. 
 
Excludes products such as Toasters and Hotplates. 
 

Number of Slides (20001560) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the number of 
slides in an appliance. 
Attribute Values 
1 (30009203) 
2 (30009204) 

3 (30009205) 
4 (30009206) 

5 (30007911) 
6 (30009321) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Sandwich/Waffle Maker (20001559) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the type of 
product. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION (30000720) SANDWICH ONLY 

(30009318) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

WAFFLE ONLY (30009319) 
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Brick 10001975: 
Slow Cookers/Hot Pots 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an appliance typically consisting of an electrically heated outer wall, a removable crock–pot and a 
lid, designed to cook food slowly to enhance the flavour.  
 
Excludes products such as Pressure Cookers and Ovens. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
METAL (30004052) PLASTIC (30004152) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10002034: 
Small Cooking Appliances Other 
 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as Cooking Appliance products, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 
 
Excludes all currently classified Cooking Appliances products 
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Brick 10002035: 
Small Cooking Appliances Replacement Parts/Accessories 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as replacement parts for Cooking Appliances. 
 
Excludes products such as complete Cooking Appliances products 
 

Type of Accessory (20001336) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of accessory. 
Attribute Values 
REPLACEMENT HANDLE 
(30012970) 

REPLACEMENT LID/CAP 
(30011688) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001987: 
Tajines (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electrical earthenware cooking dish with a conical lid to preserve the heat. 
 
Excludes products such as Slow Cookers. 
 

If With Thermostat (20001959) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether 
the product has a thermostat function. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10001968: 
Toaster Ovens 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a small freestanding oven specifically designed to toast bread products. These products may also 
be used to warm other products 
 
Excludes products such as Ovens, Grills and Toasters. 
 

Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001967: 
Toasters 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a kitchen appliance for toasting bread. Products typically consist of one or more slots into which 
bread slices can be lowered to be cooked by the heat from electric wires.  
 
Products may also have accessories to enable warming of croissants or other products. 
 
Excludes products such as Toaster Ovens and Grills. 
 

Number of Slots (20001554) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the number of 
slots in an appliance. 
Attribute Values 
2 SLOT (30009311) 
3 SLOT (30009312) 

4 SLOT (30009313) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Turnover/Pop-up (20001785) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
toaster is a manual turnover or pop–up variety. 
Attribute Values 
POP-UP TOASTER 
(30009949) 

TURNOVER TOASTER 
(30014354) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Type of Material (20000794) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type 
of material from which the product is made. 
Attribute Values 
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GLASS (30003950) 
METAL (30004052) 

PLASTIC (30004152) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10005359: 
Warming Trays (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as an electric appliance designed to keep food warm over an extended period of time.  
 
Includes products such as mains operated warming trays designed for use with mugs.  
 
Excludes non powered warming trays and powered grills used for cooking upon. 
 

Type of Warming Tray (20002299) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicate, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the 
objects that the warming tray is designed to warm. 
Attribute Values 
COMBINATION WARMER 
(30012000) 

MUG WARMER (30011998) 
PLATE WARMER (30011999) 

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
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Brick 10001982: 
Woks (Powered) 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a metal pan with a rounded bottom and a lid, which heats when attached to an electric power 
supply. 
 
Includes products such as Dishwasher safe Electric Woks and non–stick Electric Woks. 
 
Excludes products such as non–electric Woks and Electric Cookers. 
 

Non Stick (20001567) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify whether the 
product has a surface designed or treated to prevent food or other substances sticking to it. 
Attribute Values 
NO (30002960) UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) YES (30002654) 
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Brick 10003713: 
Water Dispensers – Tabletop 

Definition 
 
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a free standing water container that dispenses water upon request. These products are common in 
the home and office environments and can dispense both hot and cold water. 
 
Includes products such as tabletop office water dispensers. 
 
Excludes products such as Water Dispensers – Freestanding 
 

Power Source (20000787) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify different 
types of power source. 
Attribute Values 
BATTERY (30000289) MAINS ELECTRICITY 

(30009416) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 

 
Water Temperature Served (20001593) 
Attribute Definition 
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the manufacturer to identify the temperature 
at which the water is served. 
Attribute Values 
BOTH (30006049) 
COLD (30009415) 

HOT (30009414) 
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515) 

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518) 
 

 
 


